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1. Introduction 
Along this paper M will denote a connected real hypersurface of the quaternionic projective 
space W P" , m > 3, endowed with the metric g of constant quaternionic sectional curvature 4. 
Let N be a unit local normal vector field on M and U; = -JiN, i = 1, 2, 3, where {J;};=r,2,3 is
a local basis of the quaternionic structure of HP”, [2]. Let us denote by 9’ = Span{ Ur , r/,, U,) 
and by II its orthogonal complement in TM. Several examples of such real hypersurfaces are 
well known, see for instance [1, 3,4]. 
Let us denote by A the Weingarten endomorphism of M. J. Berndt [I] obtained the 
Theorem A. Let M be a real hypersuface of W P”’ , m 3 2. Then g(AII, 9’) = {O] ifandonly 
if M is congruent to an open part of one of the following real hypersufaces of HP”‘: 
(i) a tube of some radius r, 0 < r < n/2, around the canonically (totally geodesic) embedded 
quaternionic projective space W Pk for some k E (0, . . . , m - 1). 
(ii) a tube of some radius r, 0 < r -C n/4, around the canonically (totally geodesic) embedded 
complex projective space C Pm. 
Let V denote the Riemann connection of M and R the curvature tensor of the real hypersurface. 
The covariant derivative of R is given by 
(VwR) (X, Y)Z = Vw(R(X, Y)Z) 
- R(VwX, Y)Z - R(X, VwY)Z - R(X, Y)VwZ 
(1.1) 
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for any X, Y, Z, W tangent to M. For any X. Y tangent to M we can consider R (X, Y) as a 
derivation on the algebra of tensor fields on M. That is, if T is any tensor field on M, then 
R(X, Y) T = VxVyT - V,V,T - V,x,yl T. In [ 51 the following theorem is proved: 
Theorem B. There exist no real hypersutiaces of HP”. m 3 2, satisfying R R = 0. 
From [8, page 3771, this theorem has the following 
Corollary C. There exist no real hypersur$aces qf W Pm1 m 3 2. with parallel curvature tensor: 
It seems natural now to study a weaker condition than having parallel curvature tensor. In this 
sense we shall consider real hypersurfaces of W P"' . m 3 3, satisfying V,, R = 0, i = 1, 2, 3, 
that is, real hypersurfaces whose curvature tensor is parallel in the direction of the distribution 
D’. Concretely, we shall prove the following 
Theorem. Let M be a real hypersugace qfWP’*, m 3 3, satisfying VU, R = 0, i = 1, 2.3. Then 
llf is congruent to an open subset of a tube of radius n/4 over the canonically (totally geodesic) 
embedded quaternionicprojective space WPk. k E (0. 1. . . , m - 1). 
A similar condition involving the Weingarten endomorphism A has been studied in [ 61. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let X be a tangent field to M. We write J, X = #i X + fr (X)N, i = 1. 2. 3, where #+X is the 
tangent component of JiX and fi(X) = g(X. U;). i = 1, 2, 3. As Jj’ = -Id, i = 1. 2. 3, where 
Id denotes the identity endomorphism on TW Pm, we get 
@i’X = -x + f;(X)U;, fi(@iX) = 0, $;U; = 0, i = 1,2,3 (2.1) 
for any X tangent to M. As JiJJ = -J/J; = Jk, where (i, j, k) is a cyclic permutation of 
( 1. 2, 3) we obtain 
#iX = @j$kX - .fk(x)uj = -@k$,x + fj(X)Uk, (2.2) 
fi(x) = fj(4kX) = -fk($‘jx) (2.3) 
for any X tangent to M, where (i, j, k) is a cyclic permutation of (1. 2. 3). It is also easy to see 
that for any X, Y tangent to M and i = 1. 2, 3 
g(@,X, Y) + g(X, @;Y) = 0, g(@;X* 6Y) = g(X. Y) - .f;cX).f;(Y) (2.4) 
C$iuj = -$jui = uk (2.5) 
(i, j, k) being a cyclic permutation of (1, 2, 3). From the expression of the curvature tensor of 
HP”, m > 2, we have that the equation of Gauss is given by 
R(X. Y>Z = g(Y, Z>X - g(x, Z)Y + 2 (g(@;r, z>$;x - g(cj;x. z)+,Y 
i=l (2.6) 
+ 2g(X, #;Y)&Z} + g(AY. Z)AX - g(AX, Z)AY 
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for any X, Y, 2 tangent o M, see [4]. 
From the expressions of the covariant derivatives of Ji, i = 1,2,3, see [2], it is easy to see 
that 
VxUi = -pj(x)uk +pk(X)Uj +@iAX, (2.7) 
(Vx&)Y = -pj(X)@kY + pk(x)@jy + f,(Y)AX - g(AX, Y>ui (2.8) 
for any X, Y tangent o M, (i, j, k) being a cyclic permutation of (1,2,3) and pi, i = 1,2,3, 
local l-forms on IHIP. 
3. Proof of the Theorem 
In this section, unless otherwise stated, let us denote by A4 a real hypersurface of a quaternionic 
projective space IMP”, m 3 3, satisfying V, R = 0, i = 1, 2, 3. Firstly, we want to give the 
Lemma 1. Zfthe ‘D-component ofAUi, (AUi)D # 0, then g(AUi, Ui) = 0, i = 1,2, 3. 
Proof. From (1.1) and (2.6) the condition VI/, R = 0 gives us 
j=l 
- g((VU,#j)X9 z>4jy - g(4jx9 z>(vUj4j)y 
+ 2g(X9 (vU,46j)y)4jz + 2g(x* 4jy)(vU,4j)z} (3.1) 
+ g((VuiA)Y, -WX + g(AY, WVc/,A)X 
- g((V,AIX, Z)AY - g(AX, WVu,A)Y 
for any X, Y, Z tangent o M, and i = 1,2,3. If we take i = 1 in (3.1), apply the formulas of 
Section 2 for Z = UI, X, Y E D we have 
0 = -g(AUl t WI X + g(AU,, -WI Y + WX, 41 Y)AU, 
- %(AUI, UMX, ~YWI - %(AUl, UlMX, 42Y)U2 
- 2g(AUt, Ul)g(X, 43UU3 + g((Vu,A)Ul, Y)AX 
(3.2) 
+ g(AUl, y)O’u,A)X - g((Vu,A)Ul, WAY - g(AU1, X)(Vu,A)Y 
andifwetakeY=Z=Ut,XEDweget 
0 = g((Vu,A)Ul, Ul)AX + g(AUr, Ul)(Vu,A)X 
- g((VLr,A)Ut, X)AUt - g(AX, U~)(VQA)U~. 
(3.3) 
Let us suppose that /?I = g(AU1, Ul) # 0. Then from (3.2) and (3.3) we obtain 
0 = -/MAUI, YMX + Blg(AU1, X)&Y +2/%&X, &Y)AUI 
- 2&(X? 41y>u1 - 2B:gK 42nu2 - w:gw, 43Y)U3 
+ Blg((Vu, AWl, Y)AX + g(AUl, Y>g((V,, A)UI 3 -UAUl (3.4) 
- g(AU1, YM(Vu,A)Ul, Ul)AX - BdO’u,AWI, WAY 
- g(AUl, Wg(Wu,A)U1, Y)AUl + gWJ1, X>g((Vu,A)Ul, UlMY 
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for any X, Y E ‘D. If (AU;)’ = 0, i = 1,2, 3, where (AUi)’ denotes the ‘D-component of 
Alit, I/,, i = 1.2, 3, are principal, [ 11. Suppose now that on a certain neighbourhood of M 
AU, = 011 XI + /I W, where Xi E ‘D is a unit vector field and W E ‘lIDI is also a unit vector held 
with al # 0 on such a neighbourhood. Let also be D)I = Span{Ui, XI, #;X1}~=1,2,~. As m 3 3, 
take X E ‘D,i’ (the orthogonal complement of D I in TM) and Y = C#J, X. From (3.4) we have 
2AU1 = 281 UI + g((V,, A)UI, @IWAX - g(Wu, A)~I. WAQI X (3.5) 
where we are still supposing pi # 0 on the neighbourhood that we are considering. 
Let us suppose that there exists X,, E D,?’ such that g((V,,A)U,, X,,) = 0. Then 2AUI - 
~PI UI = ~((VU, A)UI, &X,,)AX,, and as MAUI - 2g1 UI f 0, g((V,, A)UI. 41 X,>AX,, # 0 
and AX,, = ~(X,)(AUI - /31 U,), w being a certain l-form on the referred neighbourhood. But 
taking in (3.4) X = X, and Y = XI we get 
0 = -BI&AUI, XIMIX, -t Blg(Wu,A)UI. X,>AX,, 
- g(AUI 3 X,)g(W,,, A)U,. L’I)AX,,. 
(3.6) 
Taking ‘D-components in (3.6) we obtain ~1 . BI = 0, which is a contradiction. Thus 
g((Vu, A)UI. Xl # 0 
for any X E Df. 
If we put Y = @IX,, X E D,ii in (3.4) it follows 
0 = Bls((Vu,A)Uil, @IXI)AX - Blg((vu,A)U~, WA&XI. (3.7) 
If g((V,,A)Ul,q$Xl) = 0 from (3.7), A&XI = 0. If g((V,,A)U,,&Xl) # 0 from (3.7) 
AX = B(X)AC$IXI with 0(X> # 0 for any X E ‘Df, X # 0. Thus A(B(Y)X - H(X)Y) = 0 
for any X, Y # 0, X, Y E ‘Dj-. Taking Z = Q(T?)T, - H(Tr)T2 for T,. T, E ‘Df linearly 
independent, AZ = 0 and from (3.7) Ac#q X, = 0. 
Let us take now X = Xi. Y = 4, Xi in (3.4). It follows 
0 = -3~1B1Xi - 281g(AU1, Uz)U? - 281gtAUi. U,)Uj 
+g((VU,A)UI> #IXI)(BIAXI - aiAU11 
(3.8) 
As we are supposing WI j?li # 0 from (3.8) g((V,, A)U,, 41x1) # 0 and from (3.7) and being 
A$, XI = 0 this implies 
AX=0 for anyX E D’;’ (3.9) 
If in (3.1) we consider X = CJ,, Y. Z E Df for i = 1, from (3.9) we get 
0 = alg($i Y, Z)Xi + ]&AU, > b)gCch Y, Z> - Blg(&Y. Z)lUz 
+ {g(AUl, U,>g(h J’, Z) - Big(hY, Z>lU,. 
TakingZ =q$Y,&Y,&Y,respectively,weobtaincul =p, =g(AU,,U2) =g(AUI,U3) =O 
giving us a contradiction. Thus if we suppose ~1 # 0, PI = 0 and also we obtain a similar result 
for i = 2, 3, being PI = g(AU, , U;), finishing the proof. 0 
Next by making use of Lemma 1 we have the following 
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Lemma2. (AUi)D = 0, i = 1, 2, 3. 
Proof. Let us consider first that there exists a point p E M such that (AUi)F are linearly in- 
dependent. Therefore there exists a neighbourhood U of such a point with (AC’,): linearly 
independent for any q E U. Thus we can write on U 
AUI = ~1x1 + B12U2 + B13U37 
AU2 = a2x2 + b2u1 + 823u3, (3.10) 
-4U3 = a3x3 + i313u1 + 823u2, 
where XI, X2, Xs E ‘D are unit and linearly independent on U and Qi # 0, i = 1, 2, 3, on U. 
From Lemma 1 fii = 0, thus from (2.7) we get 
g((V,, A)UI > Ul> = -2B12W1) + 2B13q(Ul) (3.11) 
and similar expressions for g((Vu;A)Uj, Uj), j = 2, 3. If we suppose g((Vu,A)Ui, U,) = 0 
on U, from (3.3) it follows 
g((Vu,A)UI, WAUI + g(AX, UI)(VU,A)UI = 0 (3.12) 
for any X E 9. Let us choose X E ‘D orthogonal to X1. From (3.12) g((VU,A)Ur, X) = 0. If 
X = Xi, (3.12) gives 2aig((Vu,A)Ui, Xi) = 0, that is, g((VU,A)UI, Xi) = 0. With this in 
mind we also have g (( Vu, A) UI , Uj) = 0, j = 2,3. This implies that (Vu, A) UI = 0 on U. From 
(3.2) for any X, Y E 9 and orthogonal to XI it follows g(X, 41 Y)AU, = 0. This gives AU, = 0 
which is a contradiction. So we must suppose that on Ug((V, A)Ui, Vi) # 0, i = 1, 2, 3. 
Then in (3.3) we take X E 2, and orthogonal to XI and obtain g((Vu,A)UI, U1)AX - 
g((V,, A)X, Ul)AUl = 0 and similar expressions if X is orthogonal to Xj, j = 2,3. Thus for 
any X E 9 orthogonal to Span(Xi, X2, X3) AX = @i(X)AUi, i = 1,2,3, being 0; a l-form 
on U. If Oi(X) # 0, i = 1,2, 3, AU; = hi(X) i = 1,2,3. Thus (AUi)‘, i = 1,2,3, 
are linearly dependent. This gives a contradiction. Therefore there exists i E ( 1,2, 3) such that 
@i(X) = 0 (we shall suppose that i = 1) which implies 
AX=O, g((V,, A)UI, X) = 0 
for any X E ‘D and orthogonal to Xi. 
(3.13) 
Ontheotherhandifwetakein(3.1)Z=U2,X,Y ~Dfori=lwehave 
0 = -g(AUt, W2X + g(AUI, JW2Y - V12g(X, 41 UUI 
+ WX, 42Y)AU1 - @12&X, $2Y)U2 - W12g(X, 43UU3 
+ g((Vu,A)Y> U2)AX + g(AU2, Y)(Vu, A)X 
- g((Vu,A)X, f72)AY - g(AU2, X>Wu, A)Y. 
If X, Y E 9 and are orthogonal to X1, from (3.13) and (3.14) we obtain 
(3.14) 
0 = -&%2g(X, 41 Y)Ut + &AX, 42YIAU1 
- 2B12dX7 $2Y)U2 - w12gv, 43nu3 
+ g(AU2, Y>Wu, A)X - g(AU2, WVu, A)Y. 
(3.15) 
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Taking the scalar product of (3.15) and Ui we obtain 0 = --2/?izg(X. 4, Y) which implies 
812 = 0. The same reasoning for Z = U3, X, Y E 9 gives B1.i = 0. Now (3.11) implies 
g((Vu, A)U,, 17,) = 0 and this is a contradiction. Therefore the vector fields (AU,)D, i = 1, 2, 3, 
cannot be linearly independent. 
Then we consider the following situation: There exists p E M such that two among the vectors 
(AU;);. i = 1, 2. 3 are linearly independent (say i = 1, 2). This is true for a neighbourhood U 
of p on M and over U we can write 
AU! = ~IXI + BI~UZ + rtj13U3, 
AU? = o?Xz + &UI + /hU3, (3.16) 
AU3 = ~1x1 + ~2x2 + BI~UI + 13236 + r&b. 
where Xl, X2 E D are unit and linearly independent, CY, . o2 # 0 on U and if wI XI + ~2x2 # 
O., /31 = 0 from Lemma 1. 
If we repeat the above study about g((Vc,, A)U;, U,), i = 1. 2, we would obtain again a 
contradiction. Thus we must suppose that for any p E M, Span{(AU,)F, (AU:);. (AU,):} has 
dimension < 1. So we consider that there exists p E M and an index i such that (AI/i)‘;? # 0 
(suppose i = 1). This occurs on a neighbourhood U of p, where we shall write 
AUI = ~1x1 + BE& + rH13U3, 
AU2 = a2X1 + /312U, + ,&U2 + /%xUj. (3.17) 
AU3 = a3X1 +BI~U, + 8?.3Uz + BiU-,. 
with Xi E D a unit vector field and if u1 # 0, j = 2, 3, #?; = 0. If we suppose 
~((V,,A)UI, UI) = 0, then AUI = 0, which gives a contradiction. Thus we consider 
g((Vu,A)UI. U,) # 0 on U. As before AX = O(X)AUl for any X E ID and orthogonal 
to X 1 and taking X, Y E D and orthogonal to X 1 in (3.14) we get 
0 = -2/312g(X, $IY)UI + 2&X, &Y)AUI - Wng(X, &VU2 
- 2/312g(X, &Y)UI + g(W,,,A)Y. U2)AX - g(Wu A)X. U2)AY 
and if we take the scalar product of this equality and UI , as AX, AY have the direction of AU,, 
we obtain /Ii? = 0. Similarly /Ii3 = 0. Thus g( (V[;, A)U,, U,) = 0. We have arrived again to a 
contradiction. Thus we obtain that (A ~7;)~ = 0. i = 1. 2, 3, finishing the proof. El 
We now conclude the proof of the theorem. From (3.4) for any X, Y E D we would have 
0 = 2/3lg(X. 41 Y)AU, - ‘/$g(X. 41 Y)UI 
- 2p:gv. $2Y)U? -- v:gw, #3Y)U3 (3.18) 
+ Big((Vu,A)U~. Y)AX - B,g(W,,A)U,. WAY 
and taking the scalar product of (3.18) and U2 we have pFg(X, &Y) = 0 for any X, Y E ‘D. 
This implies pi = 0. We also obtain fi2 = 83 = 0, that is, AU; = 0. i = 1, 2, 3. Thus from 
Theorem A M must be congruent to an open subset of either a tube of radius r, 0 < r -C n/2 
over IMP”, k E (0. 1, , m - l}, or a tube of radius Y, 0 < r < lr/4 over @P”‘. In the second 
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case the principal curvatures on D’ are 2 cot(2r) and -2 tan(2r) with respective multiplicities 1 
and 2. It is clear that for 0 -C r -C n/4 both of them are nonnull and this case cannot occur. 
In the case of a tube of radius T-, 0 < r -C n/2, over WPk, k E (0, . . . , m - l}, there exists a 
unique principal curvature on 2, I, 2 cot(2r), with multiplicity 3. As it vanishes only if Y = n/4 
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